Music Sculptures of Glass and Gold
PERFECT8 Technologies

THE FORCE CENTER
"You know you've
achieved perfection in
design, not when you
have nothing more to
add, but when you
have nothing more
to take away."
ANTO I NE D E SA I N T- E XU PÉ RY

www.perfect8.com

TO INSPIRE IS OUR MISSION
PERFECT8 Technologies are dedicated to producing ultra
exclusive design loudspeakers for the real connoisseur. Every
detail of a PERFECT8 loudspeaker serves one ultimate purpose - perfect musical reproduction. Fill your senses with the
purity of the music exactly the way it sounded at the time of
recording.
PERFECTION BY DESIGN
There is a passion behind every PERFECT8 product! Timeless
design, superior craftsmanship, and outstanding sound quality
- all unsurpassed milestones of excellence.
THE FORCE CENTER
Fill your senses with the intense presense, flowing emotions,
and explosive impact of a gut wrenching movie experience
unlike anything you have ever felt.Visually seduced by the fantasic scene set by a full multi channel glass and gold surround system, great expectations are created.The result is never disapointement, only stunned silence or disbelief!
THE FORCE CENTER delivers the all important center channel
with a unique surgical precision, speed, and power, perfectly
matching THE FORCE as left and right channels. Imagine limitless subsonics slamming into you, projectiles passing through
your living room with uncanny realism, accompanied by background sounds, and music at true HIGH END quality.
Building loudspeakers into the walls creates a clean interior, but
results in low quality sound with no redemption.The PERFECT8 loudspeakers inspire and compel interior designers to
use the grand visual impact to create a unique and exclusive
environment out of your living room or home theater.

THE FORCE CENTER

THE FORCE CENTER features a separate mid-range/treble
which can be repositioned to three different heights optimized
for 4:3 format viewing, 16:9 format viewing, and 5-channel
audio.The design allows the movie screen to be built/lowered
half way behind the treble for improved actor voice matching.
Wheels are standard for easy relocation between optimal
movie and 5-channel audio positions.

THE FORCE CENTER 9:16 position

SPECIFICATIONS:
Sensitivity (2.83V):

87dB SPL @ 1m

Impedance:

4 ohms (3 ohms minimum)

Frequency response:

35–34kHz +/- 2dB from target response
(12dB/octave L/R high pass, -6dB at 35Hz
anechoic 4 pi)

Typical THD:

< typically 0.3% throughout midrange at
98dB SPL

Recommended power:

Long term maximum power: 200W,
Short term maximum power: 500W,
Maximum Impulse Power: 1000W

Recommended room size:

20 – 200m²

Size (WxHxD):

350 x 820 x 560mm Center Bass
290 x 270 x 105mm Center Midrange

Mass (approx.):

35kg Center Bass
10kg Center Midrange

Treble: Long throw 28mm ultra high quality silk dome with high precision
wave guide and large coupled volume ensuring low resonant frequency.
Heavily modified and rebuild in-house to eliminate structural and
cavity resonances.
Midrange: 2 in-house modified and rebuild extremely stiff 5¼” Mg-Cones
with ultra linear magnetic drive. Resonances and energy storage way
outside pass band

glas@perfect8.com
www.perfect8.com

Bass: 2 in-house modified and rebuild extremely stiff 7 Mg-Cones with ultra
linear magnetic drive. Resonances and energy storage way outside pass band

